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| Editor of Schulte Sheet “Disavows’ and Then ‘Defends 

|» Rabid ‘Fronters’; Commonweal Lays Blame on 
a oo ots _ Those ‘Who Backed Group eg 

trick F. Scanion, managing editor of the anti-Semitic and Red-baiting “Tablet”. 

tained by the Roman Catholic diocese of Brooklyn, is even more adept. than thé: 

n he admires’ most-—Charles E. Coughlin—in “digavowing” and defending the: texts '- 

rist “Christian Front.” 
Whereas Coughlin: first reputiiated and then, confronted. with overwhelming ¢ evie 

* brazenly ‘took. ‘his stand” 6— 

he. terrorists now ‘charged | ence columns have been the free members and. all put ‘two pear. nae 
vriminal conspiracy, Scanlon | nyptic forum for ‘the national -di- | good reputation’ in the nether 
and admits his support for |rector of” the group, John F. Cas- | hoods in which they live... . 
ont” at one and the same stay.” / -l was captured coming out 

Se ° Scanlon tries to ‘reftite this |church . ....” - 
on;.-in his. latest. issue of| charge -by saying that “in con-| Scanlon describes the c.a&e 

“Tablet,” rushes vigorously to sulting our files for ‘a long period against the terrorists as a “pre« 
lefense: of the arrested plot-|of time,.we find exactly. one’ let- | judiced, hateful’ -action of “certain! 
And: the samé Scanlon, ®@|ter in our. forum: sighed John F, | Public agencies, including its. eo 

days ‘ater, rushes’ vigorously. Cassidy.” and as 8 “brazen... lynching. » 

But the ‘editor of The Common- _ 
weal cited two dates on which Cas- 
sidy letters appeared - in the “Tab- : 

let,” anid then, pointed out. that 
even 8. sperusal - ‘of anly. the.’ ‘gutrent 

‘issue the: paper. shows: that’ “its 

|letters, ” ‘NEWS stories, editorials and 
J managing - editor’s ‘column have. 

’ ‘main’ front’ page’ stories, ‘its. consistently encouragetl the organ-. 
ng. editorial, “a” good. part“ of] izeq development “of. a’ ‘Christian |! 

eee Column; ‘and. most of, ‘Front? -tybe of suspicious, inflam- | 
managing ‘editor’s: own pétsonal, matery, combative mentality feet 

into: a defense: and. justifica- ‘ 
of, the “Front” plotters. oa DAILY WORKER EXPOSED 

‘ criminal- conspirators now’ ae TIE-UP. 
ed. with : plotting latge ‘scale,| . And. last week the—Daily: Worker | 

e¢ against Jews, arid ‘with, quoted at length from the files of 
ing: public places jin a” long-| “The Tablet”, :for several months 

conspiracy ‘against ~ “Atier- -past, showing. that .the paper has 
emocracy,. are Aailed: by “The | consistently. “defended: and inspired 

‘ ; : the “Christian, Front” in its. anti- 
‘Semitic, anti- Communist campaign 

"lof violence. and Jaw-breaking. 

The. Daily Worker. also. showed |. 
»pthat, ‘Seanlon \ and. Cassidy. know 

-é ther well, and that. the. two | 
, together: awith “Father. Ed- |; 

| ward “Lodge Curran, mentor of 
“|The Tablet,” have: frequently. col-.|' 
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ft. ocHarges . that: “The. Tablet” 

ways lent encouragement, to 

  

      

t 
(ing “persecute re 
tian” forces. : 

CALLS: FRONT :   

  

   

    | would be. hombers, the editorial 

e,| proceeds to. state: that-“if ‘the Daily. 
ion s |, Worker, the Cameo -Theater, the 

his country, In. ‘its latest “ie. | League’ ‘for’ Pesce and’ Democracy 
“The ~ Commonweal”. ‘reviews had been. kept under more careful | 

“The Tablet”. ‘over 'e period: Of time, ‘surveillance, there’ ‘could hardly 

arid: concludes: as. “follows: ““gtner | have been ‘such | ‘plots’ and. ‘con- 

‘Coughlin, the ~Brooklyn. Tablet, spitacies’ ‘as those. now alleged,” 
Social Justice and their many abet- And’ Scanlon himself, in’ his col- 

| tots: and. sympathizers. must: bear) umn entitled “From the Managing 

the,’ direct. responsibility: for : the | Editor’s Desk;” leaps to their de- 
plight of. these-17 young men. For fense, saying, ‘they. came from 

| thonths The Tablet’s correspond-. good families; many ‘are church 

      
     
   


